Provincetown Year‐Round Rental Housing Trust Board of Trustees
Minutes: June 29, 2020
Virtual Meeting Town Hall, 260 Commercial Street, Provincetown
5:04 p.m.
YRRT Members Present: Nathan Butera, Doug Cliggott, Louise Venden, Kevin Mooney, Cass Benson
Staff: Community Housing Specialist Michelle Jarusiewicz, Finance Director Josee Cardinal Young, Town Manager
Robin Craver
CDP: David Abel, Jay Coburn

MODERATOR [Michelle Jarusiewicz]:
The June 29, 2020, meeting of the Provincetown Year Round Market Rate Housing Trust is about to
be convened. As a precautionary measure to reduce the spread of coronavirus, all Town buildings
are closed to the public; therefore, this meeting will be held by remote participation. My name is
Michelle Jarusiewicz, I am the Town’s Housing Specialist, and will be moderating participation. I will
begin by taking a roll call for quorum.
Provincetown Year Round Market Rate Housing Trust:
Nathan Butera, Chair: HERE
Doug Cliggott: HERE
Kevin Mooney: HERE
Louise Venden: HERE
Cassandra Benson: HERE
The chair of the Board will now call the meeting to order and I will then explain how remote
participation works before proceeding.
CHAIR [Nathan Butera]:
calls the meeting to order at 5:04. I will now ask the moderator to explain how remote participation works.
MODERATOR:
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020, Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open
Meeting Law, the Governor’s March 23, 2020, Order imposing strict limitations on the number of
people that may gather in one place, and Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, this meeting of the
Provincetown Year Round Market Rate Housing Trust is being conducted via remote participation.
No in‐person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made
to ensure that the public can adequately access and participate in the proceedings. Participation is
only available through telephone where members of the public will be allowed to speak during the
public comment portion of the hearing by dialing (833) 579‐7589. When prompted, enter the
conference ID: 508 779 350 #. Please do not speak until the chair asks for public comments or
questions and keep your phone muted at all times. Use *6 to mute or unmute your phone. Clearly
state your name each and every time prior to speaking and remember to mute your phone when not
talking. We will post a record of this meeting on Provincetown’s website as soon as possible.
All votes must be roll call votes. After a motion is made and there is a second, the Chair will ask for a
roll call vote.
All motions, decisions, documents, and letters should be verbally referenced for the record.
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If it appears the meeting cannot or should not proceed, then the moderator will recommend that the
Chair request to continue the hearing to a later date and time. I will now hand the meeting back to
the Chair.
CHAIR: Please clearly state your name each time prior to speaking. At the completion of each agenda item,
ask “At this time I did not hear any request for additional comment, if you wish to speak, please check that
your phone is not muted using *6 and this is the final time I will ask if there is anyone who wishes to speak
on the matter at hand.”
Agenda item #1 Public Statements: none
Agenda item #2 Harbor Hill Update:
CDP UPDATE:
Leasing:
23 Occupied
1 Leased, occupancy July 20th
Total Leased – 24 out of 28 [86%]; 4 units available
Units shown past 7 days – 2
Overall, we have lost 6 potential tenants which had qualified residents ready to lease but had to back out
due to:
‐ 3 units uncertainty of employment due to Covid‐19,
‐ 2 units over income and/or assets
‐ 1 was contacted for affordable housing lottery as she was about to sign a lease for HHill
Members inquired about feedback on shown units. David Abel indicated that the typical reaction is that
people love the units; no negative feedback. There was a flurry of application and site visits in May but it has
been slower past few weeks. Ms. Venden mentioned a past report with demographics of tenants and
requested an update. Ms. Benson indicated that she was concerned that four units were still available. Mr.
Abel indicated that it was a similar pattern last year; people find a rental and do not want to jeopardize that or
break a lease.
Rent Status – From the start of the Coronavirus shutdown, CDP conducted weekly wellness calls to every
resident for approximately 6 weeks and guided residents to Homeless Prevention Council for assistance. So
far, residents have been able to pay. One unit is in arrears by $400 thru June to date. The CDP is monitoring
and doing outreach calls to residents who are on Unemployment to determine whether the end of the $600
payments at end of July will have an adverse impact.
Property Maintenance:
 Landscaping – basic weed whacking and mow entry and common areas done 6/24/20. They will spray for
weeds in the next week. Cost is approx. $750 total.
 CDP staff trimmed shrubs back from walkways.
 Parking – adjusted parking bumpers to create one new space on the circle to be used for
maintenance/visitor parking
 Installed two parking signs with towing notice.
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Carpets – NEI needs to return to adjust at least 2 units’ carpet.
HVAC filters have been cleaned by CDP staff except for bldg. 5. FYI – current protocols do not allow for non‐
emergency work in occupied units, however we are working to facilitate this either in‐house or with a
vendor.
Cazeault Roofing replaced a blown off section of cheek wall cedar shingles on B#7 6/23/20 [see invoice with
photos].
Multiple windows in bldg. 4 need to be replaced.
CDP Maintenance is screwing down multiple walkway boards whose screws have rusted away.
Unit 9 upstairs deck railings: two are loose and CDP staff is fastening to the wall to secure.
Appliances – we continue to have various appliances fail or require repair.
Electric meters – a unit in B#4 had some electrical issues due to faulty old electrical meter which is being
replaced [not shelf item]; given current codes there is a need to replace all the B#4 meters; estimated cost
$15K‐$20K.
Bike rack – We need at least one more rack, probably two.

RENOVATION UPDATE:
Construction was completed in March 2020. As expected, the CDP continues to perform repairs and upgrades
that were outside the renovation contract as mentioned above. Given that the acquisition and renovation
took longer than expected, deterioration and costs have increased. The 2019 renovation bids were limited and
much higher in the very hot construction market.
NOTE: since COVID and the shutdown of town hall….
 The Trust has not met since COVID came into play in March.
 The April town meeting [where we were going to request additional funds] was bumped until September
21st
 A town‐wide spending freeze was implemented for all non‐contractual items.
 My approach to finalizing these contracts is to work within the approved amount.
LDa: See spreadsheet with details
Just as COVID sent us all home, LDA submitted a change order #11 request for $7500 for additional services
beyond the expected time completion [January 2020].
MY TOTAL approved LDA contract [does not include CO #11 for $7500] =
Total paid to date
Available balance

$336,069.18
325,255.74
10,813.44

There are 4 pending invoices for January, February, March, & April:
January
$3015.00
February
3882.58
March
3228.68
April
949.16
TOTAL
$10,322.67
These invoices are for the category of the non‐approved CO#11 for $7500 and overspends it
Total
$10,322.67
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CO#11
Overage

‐7,500.00
$2,822.67

Since the total invoices paid & requested result in balance of $490.77 [see below and on sheets], I am
recommending a revised amendment that consolidates remaining balances in the already approved
amendments and remains in the grand total already approved contract
approved to date
expended to date
available balance overall
less pending invoices
available balance overall

336,069.18
325,256.04
10,813.44
10,322.67
490.47

Nathan Butera MOVE to approve amending the contract with LDa by consolidating remaining
balances within all previous amendments with a total contract to remain and not exceed
$336,069.18 and to approve invoices for January through May as presented within that
amendment; Louise Venden second:
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0
NEI:
Renovation construction was completed in March 2020. NEI has submitted Certificate of Substantial
Completion for the project and invoice application #9 for $113,388.88 for approval. This invoice is for final
payment within the approved contract and approved change orders to date. As you may recall we have had on
hold a delay change order #4 since the beginning of the project. This is $38,456 as a result of stopping the
project start‐up in order to return to town meeting for additional funds in the spring of 2019. In addition, we
have a pending credit to reimburse the Trust for the electrical cost during the construction. NEI has proposed
paying 2/3 of the cost $19,671 = $13,200 since the overall project went longer than anticipated including
during winter months. So the net under NEI’s 2/3 proposal is $25,256 compared to $18,784 under mine, with
a difference of $6,471.70.
NEI
Town
CO#4
38,456.00
38,456.00
Electric
(13,200.00) (19,671.70)
net
25,256.00
18,784.30
difference

6,471.70

In an effort to close out this project, I have proposed to NEI the following [as of today, I have not heard back]:
“As you know, town hall closed mid‐March due to COVID and I have been working from home ever since. Town
Hall is still closed.
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The Trust has not met since the beginning of March as only regulatory boards were allowed to do so due to the
new remote meeting requirements under COVID & Open Meeting Laws.
Town Meeting scheduled for April 6, 2020 has been postponed until September 21, 2020 [so far] which means
we are operating under strict requirements to close out fiscal year 2020 and begin fiscal year 2021.
You may recall, the Trust was requesting additional funds for both FY 2020 & FY 2021; since town meetings
have not happened yet, that has not gone to the voters.
Given all this, there is a town‐wide spending freeze. The Town is anticipating significant budgetary impact due
to reduced revenues from room tax receipts, meals tax, & parking revenues to name a few. As you can
imagine, nothing is “usual.”
Given our restrictions on what we are allowed to spend outside additional town meeting approvals, we can
only spend on existing approved contracts within available funds. Anything additional must wait until town
meeting.
So, my suggestion is:
 that I process the final invoice in‐hand for $113,388.88 ASAP
 that we agree to consider the delay PCO#4 & the electric credit [your proposed $13,200 & mine $19,671] as a
wash and be done with it. Close‐out.”
Louise Venden MOVE to approve NEI’s requisition #9 for $113,388.88 as presented and to accept the
Certificate of Substantial Completion; Doug Cliggott second:
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0
POLICIES:
Rent adjustment:
As you may recall the Trust adopted a rent schedule in 2019. Rents were tied to unit size, location, views, extra
amenities such as loft, ½ bath, etc. During the rent‐up it became apparent that unit #20 was overpriced in
comparison with a rent of $2100; for comparison, another unit #22 which has better views and 53 more
square feet, was $2,000. We have moved forward with the $2,000 rent.
Nathan Butera MOVE to approve rent adjustment for unit #20 to $2,000; Doug Cliggott second.
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0
Marketing:
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Currently various methods have targeted local residents and workers through ad placement and social media
including the Town’s and CDP’s websites and pages. The CDP has posted updates for Harbor Hill on the
Provincetown: Housing for Rent in May and June and experienced steady requests for applications through
May. June has seen less activity. An updated flyer is drafted to be sent to a contact list of approximately 100
businesses, organizations and municipal offices.
The CDP has suggested possible consideration of a low level outreach via Provincetown residents to expand
marketing and outreach beyond the Cape. I have not approved such expansion, while under Fair Housing we
would accept any application that may fit the criteria, I believe that the entire underlying premise for the
acquisition of Harbor Hill and the creation of the Trust; was to provide year round rentals to residents and
workers. That being said, I think the Trust should discuss.
Ms. Venden said that she appreciates the intent of the original purpose of the Trust and the acquisition of
Harbor Hill to provide year round rental housing for residents and workers; better to wait and not to advertise
beyond the Cape. Ms. Benson inquired about the demographics – families? Individuals? Retirees? Mr. Abel
indicated that it was a mix including professionals, Town employees, those in service industry, and a new vet.
Mr. Mooney indicated that he agreed with Ms. Venden that it is too early to throw a wider net and pointed
out that the dynamics of the workforce with more people working from home. Ms. Benson asked if we shared
with the school? Ms. Jarusiewicz said always and Mr. Abel said that the CDP’s outreach includes schools, Coast
Guard, fire departments, and others. Mr. Butera agrees that we should wait.
Asset Limits:
The Trust has discussed this on several occasions and agreed to set an asset limit of $200,000 [see below]. The
CDP has experienced several applications with greater amounts, sometimes significantly greater and
sometimes with ownership/co‐ownership of property. Typically, we discuss each individual situation as there
are variables, sometimes they might work [for example a property could be for sale and/or the percentage
ownership might work] or the person is getting divorced. Again, I think the Trust at a minimum should know
and may or may not want to discuss.
Asset Restrictions: tenant asset limit of $200,000 outside retirement accounts; generally speaking, sole
ownership of a residential home on Cape Cod will make tenant ineligible with some exceptions.
Exceptions may include considerations such as habitability, displacement, and actively being marketed
for sale.
Mr. Mooney said that if change the criteria maybe look at the nature of the asset. Ms. Venden agreed with Mr.
Mooney that if increase the asset limit could have public blowback and would caution against. Mr. Butera
agrees; he is not prepared to change that.
Emergency Housing:
The Town Manager has submitted a request for a potential set‐aside of a rental in case of an emergency. See
below.

Emergency Housing
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This order is issued for the protection of public health and to prevent causes of sickness within the
Town by allowing available housing units within Harbor Hill to be used on a short‐term emergency
basis.
The Provincetown Year‐Round Market Rate Rental Housing Trust establishes a process by which
available units within Harbor Hill might be used by the Town and public health system based on the
following guidance:
‐
Occupancy is limited to 30 days or less unless an extension is granted by the Trust
‐
Occupancy is available to those who demonstrate a financial need and have no other
available resources for housing.
‐
Occupancy must be related to an emergency response by the Town or local public health
system
‐
Rent shall be suspended but Town shall be responsible for any needed furniture, cleaning or
other needs.
Pursuant to the Town’s emergency response, I move to grant the Housing Specialist the authority to
allow temporary occupancy of any available unit within the Trust’s portfolio to those with
demonstrated need.

Ms. Venden indicated that there may be funds available from COVID funds for rent payment; Town could find
some funds. The units are unfurnished; logistics would need to be worked out. Mr. Cliggott asked about
examples of emergency need? Ms. Jarusiewicz said it could be a fire or roommates of people that tested
positive for COVID. Mr. Cliggott said that it is not that different than the asset discussion; each case is
different. He is sensitive to the current residents; so it might depend.
Town Manager Robin Craver gave the background for the origination of the request from the COVID
Community Coalition that identified the potential need for housing. It started as what if a person tested
positive and needed to quarantine or public safety personnel needed housing separate form their family –
what options are there? Intent is to stop the spread and prevent homelessness. Looking at various resources
for a limited time. If granted maybe could be a trial basis for 3 months. Renting the units takes priority even if
down to one unit.
Ms. Venden commented that there are people there now that are creating a community; creating stable
housing. Often a motel room can be rented for emergency housing. The Town should pay for it. Should remain
with original design and intent for Harbor Hill. It needs more thought. Mr. Mooney agrees. He is concerned
with the optics and the current risks. If the situation arises, bring it back to the Trust. Mr. Cliggott echoes Mr.
Mooney; seems that even if wanted, need lot more support than just shelter. Ms. Craver appreciates the case‐
by‐case basis reconsideration. This is only one piece, she will be speaking to business organizations as well. It
could be one tool. She withdraws the request at the moment.

Seasonal Roommate:
The Trust has discussed this from the beginning and as we continue with the rent‐up and the current COVID
crisis, re‐consideration is in order. Note that at any time people can apply as roommates or a person can be
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added to the lease; this is for year‐round occupancy. What has been proposed is the potential for a seasonal
roommate to be added to the lease to assist the year round tenant and to provide needed seasonal worker
housing. This would never be an “airbnb” style rental.
Ms. Jarusiewicz stated that we are promoting flexibility to keep options open in this time of “new normal.”
People don’t know how their work and wages will play out this year.
Ms. Benson asked why do we have 1 person in 2‐bedroom units and how much rent? Ms. Jarusiewicz
indicated that the majority of the units at Harbor Hill are 2‐bedroom units and the majority of our households
are singles; it was known from the start that 1 person could occupy a 2‐bedroom. The rent would need to be
reasonable and the person would need to be part of the lease in some fashion subject to all the rules. Mr.
Mooney said that this was always a hot topic. Could we offer the option as a result of COVID? He was not in
favor of a blanket option. Ms. Venden said that was a great suggestion for exceptional circumstances. Might
be the time for more flexibility. Mr. Butera indicated that it should be a reasonable rent. Mr. Cliggott said that
whatever rules that are in place still apply; as long as it conformed to that, great idea. Mr. Butera said sounds
good under specific parameters
Nathan Butera MOVE to allow seasonal roommates as addition to an existing year round tenant lease as
long as conforms to current income and asset limits; Doug Cliggott second
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0

Agenda #3 Finance Dept. Financial Update:
Ms. Jarusiewicz indicated that new update dated 6/29/20 was distributed today replacing the 6/10/20 version
and invited Finance Director Josee Young to discuss. Ms. Young identified that page 1 was FY 2020 update with
current numbers and page 2 was the simple FY 2021 budget. Ms. Venden requested more detailed
breakdown. Ms. Benson asked if the Trust would return to town meeting every year with request? Ms. Young
said that if approved, it would become part of the general fund budget as a Town asset and would not be a
separate request to town meeting.
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Town Meeting scheduled for April 6, 2020 has been postponed until September 21, 2020 [so far] which means
we are operating under strict requirements to close out fiscal year 2020 and begin fiscal year 2021.
You may recall, the Trust was requesting additional funds for both FY 2020 & FY 2021; since town meetings
have not happened yet, that has not gone to the voters.
Given all this, there is a town‐wide spending freeze. The Town is anticipating significant budgetary impact due
to reduced revenues from room tax receipts, meals tax, & parking revenues to name a few. As you can
imagine, nothing is “usual.”
Given our restrictions on what we are allowed to spend outside additional town meeting approvals, we can
only spend on existing approved contracts within available funds. Anything additional must wait until town
meeting.
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Agenda #4: Capital Needs Assessment with Thomas Nutt‐Powell
conducted by Thomas E. Nutt‐Powell of Capital Needs Unlimited completed in mid‐March 2020
see separate email reports
NOTE: this evaluation was done mid‐March, pre‐COVID, pre‐town meeting postponement. We would have
reviewed this in April and taken into consideration for future decisions.
Harbor Hill Capital Needs Assessment
David Abel Notes to Michelle Jarusiewicz 6‐24‐2020
Overall the report is good. I have some comments and observations to consider
1. Cost Estimates: Some of the costs listed for items are too low. The Town should confirm that pricing estimates are
based on prevailing wage rates to be realistic.
2. Roofs: I think should be the second biggest expense and agree that the roofs are ready for replacement now. If I read
his report correctly, he has roofs listed at $42,232, which I am guessing is significantly low. Cazeault Roofing inspected
the site to provide a budget cost proposal to be used for planning purposes. However, the nature of the property does
not allow full examination of the roofs. Therefore, they recommend the town contract with Eagleview
https://www.eagleview.com/industry/construction/ to provide roof measurements from which to produce accurate
pricing. He has requested a proposal but estimates it will be approximately $500.
3. Walls/siding: is the largest expense. I agree that vinyl siding is considered and that most of the siding can last a few
more years. Any roof replacement should include above roof siding, cheeks, etc. wherever roofing is flashed into the
siding. Therefore, some of the siding would be done before the rest of the envelope and should be planned for
accordingly. Cazeault looked at this to provide a cost estimate however they have the same limitation of access as for
the roof and they are asking Eagleview if they can provide dimensions to be used for pricing.
4. Windows: Approximately 8 windows have been replaced in building 5 and 1 window is scheduled to be done in
building 4. The rest in buildings 5 and 4 remain to be done. The CNA spreads window replacement over years 2021‐
2024 and the siding in year 2021. It will be more efficient and less expensive to replace all remaining windows at the
time of siding because it eliminates the labor cost of staging each window as well as the careful removal and
reinstallation of shingle siding.
5. Sliding Doors: The estimated cost per door is $865 which I believe is significantly low. We have not priced them, but
similar jobs have cost approximately $2500 per door.
6. Water Heaters: The report calls for on demand electric water heaters however, we explored this option with the
plumber who has done the work there and he stated that they are not allowed in MA. I don’t know if this is true so it
should be checked. Note that all new water heaters installed in building 5 as well as one or two done outside of the
NEI contract all have automatic water shutoff valves to prevent flooding in the event of tank failure. This is crucial to
good risk management. We also recommend that all remaining water heaters which do not have automatic shutoffs
have them installed at the earliest possible time. A number of current water heaters are close to end of life and should
be replaced soon.
7. Toilet replacement: We agree that all original toilets should be replaced as soon as possible as several current toilets
operate marginally at best, and in some cases, residents have asked for replacement. They will function better and
reduce water consumption significantly with a likely payback of 1.5‐2 years. The assumed toilet cost of $189 per toilet
is too low; actual installed cost per the plumber is approx. $500.
8. Finishes: We agree that consideration should be given to replacing old carpet with vinyl plank in the
living/kitchen/dining areas upon turnover. This will wear better and require less maintenance.
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Kitchen: It appears that dishwasher is missing from the report. The current replacement cost is $710.00. Other items
are priced too low i.e. microwave is $440 installed. Countertop replacement will vary however we have one price for a
1 bedroom (unit 25) which is $1250.00 vs the $753 listed. These are not major but should be adjusted to reflect actual
costs. (Note that the costs we are using are not based on prevailing wage as they would be replaced over time.)
9. Bathroom: The cost to replace a fiberglass tub is listed at $740. We do not have a price for this but believe it is
significantly higher. We have the same concern regarding replacement of the vanity with sink and faucet listed at
$249.
Mr. Nutt‐Powell described the reports as a look over 20 years with estimated cost $60,000 per unit over 20 years.
Each system ages at different times. This is a tool to examine reserve set‐asides overtime. The report assists with
decisions about what to do when: outside roof replacement, walls; inside kitchens, floors etc. Decisions can be made
such as converting to on‐demand water heaters which are allowed in Massachusetts. Looking at the details and the
photos can inform policy and strategy decisions. How much should be placed in annual reserves? If not reserves,
where else will the money come from? He will work with staff & CDP to produce final report.
Ms. Venden expressed her thanks and thought the report was a great job. She was happy to hear that he would
continue to work with the CDP. The reality with real estate assets, costs increase the longer you wait. Construction
costs are higher out here. She is looking forward to the revision. Mr. Butera and other members expressed their
appreciation for his work. Mr. Mooney said that it was very thorough. The FY 21 budget has $150,000 for Capital
Improvements which would result in $33,000 surplus. Is it feasible if $150,000 over next 5 years could address the
most pressing needs? Mr. Nutt‐Powell said no, but close. It is critical when the roof and walls are done. There are
other items, such as carpet vs. vinyl that have higher costs up front but last longer. He hoped to have draft #2 next
week to circulate. Ms. Venden asked if the projected $23,000 for maintenance in FY 21 was enough? Tom and David
to look at it and compare definitions. Mr. Cliggott pointed out that one way to increase money in future year is that
the $25,000 condo conversion is one‐time expense; very little but every bit helps. Ms. Benson suggested perhaps a
whole meeting should be devoted to this discussion.

Agenda #5 & #6 Annual & Special Town Meeting & Public Hearing:
Now scheduled for September 21, 2020
Following the above discussion with finance department, the Trust will need to reschedule the public hearing
in advance for early September along with discussions of outreach. Please recall a video was produced and
open houses were scheduled for early April. Jay Coburn indicated that the video was not finalized due to the
April town meeting postponement and suggested put together a plan to move forward.
Agenda #7: Deed Restriction for New ADA Units:
A deed restriction is required under our special permit for the new units created under inclusionary zoning
that allowed us to create 2 new ADA units.
Nathan Butera MOVE to approve the deed restriction under our special permit for Harbor Hill; Kevin Mooney
second;
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
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Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0

Agenda #8: Invoices:
In addition to the LDA & NEI invoices above, we have:
KP Law:
January
$351.50
February
$999.00
April
$74.00
$1424.50
Louise Venden MOVE to approve the KP Law invoices as presented; Cass Benson second;
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0
Minutes:
Louise Venden MOVE to accept the minutes of 2/24/20 and 3/5/20 as presented; Kevin Mooney second
roll call vote:
Nathan Butera, Chair: YES
Doug Cliggott: YES
Kevin Mooney: YES
Louise Venden: YES
Cassandra Benson: YES
APPROVED 5‐0
OTHER:
Members discussed rescheduling conference call with Bev Gallo for the next meeting. Ms. Venden indicated
that she called her that day and she is still willing to assist with a financial review.
Ms. Jarusiewicz spoke to the resale of 2 affordable ownership units underway with applications due by July
20th.
Next meeting:
Tuesday, 7/14/20 at 5:00 pm
Meeting adjourned 6:59
Notes drafted by:
Community Housing Specialist Michelle Jarusiewicz
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